Proper design and siting of solar energy installations is probably the most effective way to mitigate potentially hazardous glare.
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The Effects of Glare

Glare from direct sunlight has been recognized for many years as a potential hazard for motorists and pilots [5-7]. Reports citing National Highway Traffic Safety Administration data estimate that solar glare causes nearly 200 fatalities and thousands of accidents involving motor vehicles each year, and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) reported that glare from direct sunlight contributed to nearly a dozen aviation accidents on average each year during an 11-year study [7]. While glare from direct sunlight is predictable — most problems occur during the mornings and evenings when the sun is close to the horizon (see middle photo on page 29) — solar glare caused by reflections from solar energy installations can occur at varying times in unexpected locations. Glint (a momentary flash of light) and glare (a more continuous
source of excessive brightness relative to the ambient lighting) can occur from various solar energy components such as PV modules, concentrating solar collectors/mirrors and receivers (see photos on page 30).

Because of these risks, codes and regulations seek to prevent unwanted glare from solar energy installations [8]. In addition, the FAA recently announced that it will disallow any new solar installations near airports without a quantitative glare analysis, including an assessment of visual impacts.

Impacts of glint and glare on eyesight can include discomfort, disability, veiling effects, after-image and retinal burn [2, 5, 9-13]. Prolonged exposure to “discomfort glare” may lead to headaches and other physiological impacts, whereas “disability glare” immediately reduces visual performance. Disability glare can include after-image effects, flash blindness and veiling, such as that caused by solar glare on a windshield that might mask pedestrians or vehicles.

For the purposes of evaluating glint and glare from solar energy systems, colleagues and I [2] summarized the potential impacts to eyesight as a function of retinal irradiance (the solar flux entering the eye and reaching the retina) and subtended source angle (size of glare source divided by distance). The figure above shows the resulting “Ocular Hazard Plot” with three regions: (1) potential for permanent eye damage (retinal burn), (2) potential for temporary after-image, and (3) low potential for temporary after-image.

If the retinal irradiance or subtended angle is sufficiently large, permanent eye damage from retinal burn may occur (e.g., from concentrating mirrors). Below the retinal burn threshold, a region exists where a sufficiently high retinal irradiance may cause a temporary after-image, which is caused by bleaching (oversaturation) of the retinal visual pigments. The size and impact of the after-image in the field of view depends on the size of the subtended source angle. For a given retinal irradiance, smaller source angles yield smaller after-images, and the potential impact is less. Sufficiently low retinal irradiances and/or subtended angles of the glare source have a low potential for after-image and ocular impacts.

Potential ocular impacts of retinal irradiance as a function of subtended source angle (from Ho, Ghanbari, Diver [2]). Note: 1 watt yields approximately 100 lumens of visible light in the solar spectrum.

Factors that Impact Glare

A number of factors can affect both the intensity and perceived impact of glare: direct normal irradiance (DNI), reflectance, distance, size and orientation of the reflecting surfaces, and human factors. The DNI is the amount of solar irradiance striking a surface perpendicular to the sun’s rays. A typical clear sunny day may yield a DNI of ~1,000 watts per square meter at solar noon, with lower values in the mornings and evenings. The DNI provides the starting “strength” of the solar glare source, which can then be reduced by the reflectance of the PV module, mirror or receiver. The reflected light can be characterized as a combination of specular (mirror-like) and diffuse (scattered) reflections. Smooth surfaces such as mirrors and smooth glass produce more specular reflections with greater intensity and tighter beams (larger retinal irradiances and smaller subtended angles used in the figure above), while solar receivers, textured glass and anti-reflective coatings produce more diffuse reflectance.
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reflections with lower solar intensities but greater subtended angles (see figure). The specular reflectance of mirrors can be greater than 90 percent, while the specular reflectance of PV glass can be as low 1 to 2 percent at near-normal incidence angles. However, at large (glancing) incidence angles (greater than 60 percent), the reflectance of PV glass can be as high as 20 percent or more (even with texturing and anti-glare coatings).

The distance between the observer and the glare source can impact both the retinal irradiance and subtended angle used in the figure. Atmospheric attenuation caused by particulates or humidity in the air will reduce the retinal irradiance with increasing distance. In addition, for a fixed size of the glare source, larger distances will typically yield smaller subtended angles of the glare source.\(^1\)

The size and orientation of reflective surfaces relative to the observer also impact the glare intensity and size. For example, a 3-kilowatt residential rooftop PV array will appear small relative to a 5-megawatt PV array at a given distance. The glare on the larger array can therefore grow to much larger sizes at longer distances than on the smaller array, yielding a greater potential for ocular hazards. Orientation of the array will also impact the effective viewable area, as well as the reflectance.

Finally, human factors such as ocular properties (pupil size, eye focal length, ocular transmittance) and light sensitivity will affect the retinal irradiance, subtended angle and perceived impact of the glare. Typical ocular properties for daylight adjusted eyes are provided in Ho, Ghanbari and Diver [2].

Mitigation Measures

Of the factors discussed above, those that can be controlled to mitigate the impacts of glare include reducing the specular reflectance.

---

\(^1\) For flat specular surfaces, the subtended angle of solar glare remains constant until the distance increases to a point that the reflected glare image overfills the available surface area.
The FAA has announced that it will disallow any new solar installations near airports without a quantitative glare analysis, including an assessment of visual impacts.

and ensuring proper design and siting of solar energy installations. Textured glass and anti-reflective coatings can reduce the near-normal specular reflectance of PV modules to ~1 to 2 percent. The reduced reflectance and the increased scatter of the reflected beam can reduce the retinal irradiance and potential for ocular hazards. However, reducing the reflectance is not always an option for some solar energy components, such as the mirrors for concentrating solar power collectors. Using screens and blinds to block glare is also possible, but it can be impractical or inconvenient for, say, air-traffic controllers needing to view the airport runways or for residents experiencing glare from a neighbor’s PV system.

Proper siting of solar energy installations, taking into account the size of the solar energy system, distance, orientation, environmental conditions and key observation points, is perhaps the most effective way to mitigate the negative impacts of glare. Models can assist in determining the impacts of glare (retinal irradiance, subtended angle and potential ocular hazard) from a variety of solar technology components that consist of flat, curved, specular and/or diffuse surfaces. In addition, Sandia National Laboratories has developed a web-based Solar Glare Hazard Analysis Tool (SGHAT) for PV systems that provides a quantified assessment of when and where glare will occur throughout the year, as well as potential effects on the human eye at locations where glare occurs. SGHAT is free and available to the public at sandia.gov/glare.

The SGHAT tool employs an interactive Google map where the user can quickly locate a site, draw an outline of the proposed PV array and specify observer locations or paths. Latitude, longitude and elevation are automatically recorded through the Google interface, providing necessary information for sun position and vector calculations. The user enters additional information regarding the orientation and tilt of the PV panels, reflectance, environment and ocular factors. If glare is found, the tool calculates the retinal irradiance and subtended angle of the glare source to predict potential ocular hazards shown in the figure. The results are presented in a plot that specifies when glare will occur throughout the year, with color codes indicating the potential ocular hazard. SGHAT also predicts relative energy production while evaluating alternative designs, layouts and locations to identify configurations that maximize energy production while mitigating the impacts of glare.
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